We investigate the observational consequences of a binary model for long-duration gamma-ray bursts, in which the star producing the burst is in a close binary with a massive black-hole companion. This allows tidal interactions within the binary to keep the star spun up, which is necessary in order to form the accretion disc that powers the burst. We model the interaction of the supernova ejecta with the black hole companion and find that there are several robustly predicted features in the resulting accretion on to the disc that powers the gamma-ray burst. First, the accretion history shows a break at around 10 4 s. This is caused by the presence of the Roche lobe truncating the supply of material to the disc. Secondly, the draining of material that has built up in the disc causes a flare at a few times 10 4 s. The break time, flare time and total flare fluence show correlations, which owe their origin to a single parameter that determines the timescales present in the system, namely the orbital period of the binary system. Furthermore, we show that the properties of the flares are consistent with those of the late-time flares observed in X-ray light curves of some long-duration gamma-ray bursts.
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Introduction
Strong observational evidence links long-duration gamma-ray bursts to type Ic supernovae: the explosions of the stripped cores of massive stars [1] . This lends weight to a scenario where bursts occur following the core collapse of a massive, rapidly-rotating star [2] . The angular momentum of the core leads to a disc forming around the newly-formed black hole, the accretion of which powers a highly relativistic jet that can punch through the relatively rarefied medium at the poles. This scenario suffers from the problem, however, that the strong winds that remove the hydrogen and helium envelopes of the star are expected to also carry away the majority of its angular momentum, spinning the star down below the point at which a disc is expected to form. This problem is particularly hard to avoid for bursts that originate in relatively high-metallicity hosts [3] .
One means of overcoming this problem is to spin the exploding star up in a binary [4, 5, 6] . Here the binary's orbit is used as a reservoir of angular momentum. This mechanism has the added advantage that common envelope evolution within the binary provides a natural mechanism to strip off the envelope of the exploding star. It is necessary, however, for this binary to be rather close in the final stages of its evolution, and the companion to be massive [6] . This necessitates a black hole companion of mass 8 − 10 M ⊙ , in an orbit of a few solar radii in extent. In this paper we explore the observable consequences of a gamma-ray burst taking place in such a binary.
Methods
We first synthesised a representative population of binaries that could be expected to lead to spin-up gamma-ray bursts. We used the population of massive binaries taken from a recent study and extracted those that met the criteria for binary spin up [7] . This supplied us with a set of properties at burst time, in particular stellar masses and semi-major axes. To model the supernova, we utilise simulations of black hole formation during supernovae from the literature [8] . This study finds that some of the material ejected from the star in the early stages of the explosion is stalled by a reverse shock. It subsequently falls back onto the newly-formed compact object, contributing roughly half its mass. The authors obtain an accretion rate on to the central object which we fit aṡ
with t plateau ≃ 260 s. To investigate the effect of the companion on this material as it is ejected and falls back we utilise a reduced three-body simulation. We place a large number of test particles in a sphere surrounding the exploding star, and eject them with a velocity distribution chosen so that, in the absence of a companion, they would fall back at the rate given by Equation 2.1. Our binary is symmetric under reflection in the orbital plane, so we would expect an equal flux of mass and momentum in falling back material in both directions perpendicular to the plane at any given time. As a result, this material will collide in the plane and form a disc. We expect material falling into such a disc to collide and circularise within the orbital timescale of the disc. If in the process of circularising it collides with material already present in the disc then we merge the particles representing the two sets of material and circularise the resulting, more massive, particle at the radius implied by its new specific angular momentum. Once material has circularised we
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Long GRBs from binaries Ross P. Church allow it to accrete inwards via viscous transport of angular momentum outwards through the disc. We model the disc with a simple prescription from the literature [9] . The rate of radial inflow of material at radius r is given byṙ = −rαΩ Keph 2 , where Ω Kep is the orbital angular frequency at that point in the disc, α = 0.1, and we assume that the ratio of disc scale height to radius, h ≡ H disc /R disc = 0.1. When material arrives at the last stable orbit around the black hole it is accreted. There is still considerable uncertainty over whether black holes receive velocity kicks at birth analogous to those of neutron stars. In some cases, for example the black hole in Cygnus X-1, there is strong evidence that they do not, whereas the Galactic orbits of some other X-ray binaries imply that they have received kicks similar to those of neutron stars [10, 11] . For the black holes that we are considering it is likely that a neutron star forms initially, and that subsequent fallback transforms it into a black hole. Thus we would expect a kick of equal momentum to a typical neutron star kick. For a 4.5 M ⊙ black hole this translates to a kick velocity of roughly 100 km/s [12] . Therefore, in addition to unkicked models we consider a set of models where the newlyformed black hole is kicked by 100 km/s in the ±x, y directions. These models give results that are not clearly different from the unkicked results. Figure 1 illustrates a binary that exemplifies the behaviour of the majority of our models. The left-hand panel shows the positions at which material reaches the plane, and hence accretion discs, around the two stars. At early times the material falling back lands very close to the star, and the accretion rate (right-hand panel) is very close to the single-star case. As the exploding star (red) moves anti-clockwise round its orbit, the material has been increasingly affected by the force of the companion and hence lands in the disc at larger distances from the newly-formed star. Eventually the fallback positions are far enough away from the star to be outside its Roche lobe, and no more material is accreted. This corresponds to the break in the accretion curve that can be seen at a time of roughly 8000 s. Later, some material falls back on to the companion star. That, combined with material that has entered the outer part of the accretion disc, forms the flare that is seen centred round a time of 30 000 s.
Results

A typical system
Flare properties
In Figure 2 we plot some of the properties of the flares that occur in our models. The left-hand panel shows the time of the break in the accretion curve, t break , plotted as a function of the time of maximum flare luminosity, t flare . There is a clear positive correlation despite some scatter: later flares come from systems in which the accretion break occurs at a later time. Whilst this is in a sense obvious, simply requiring the flare to take place after the accretion break without any further constraint would lead to a much less pronounced correlation.
The right-hand panel of the figure shows the total energies in the flares. Again a correlation is visible, although less strong in this case: later flares have less energy. The three pink points are the isotropic energies in three long-duration gamma-ray burst flares that occur at late times [13] . These
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Long GRBs from binaries Ross P. Church 
Long GRBs from binaries Ross P. Church points show a similar trend of declining fluence with flare time. Although they are systematically above our predictions, this assumes that the emission is isotropic. Beaming to roughly 1/30 of the sky would make the observed fluences consistent with our predictions.
Physical origin of the observed trends
There is a single timescale that influences both the break and the flare, namely the orbital period of the binary. This leads to the correlations visible in Figure 2 . For wider binaries, with a longer orbital period, the critical radius that material must travel out to before being affected by the companion increases. Hence only material falling back at later times is affected, and the break and flare occur later. This is borne out by Figure 3 , which shows the correlations between the semi-major axes of our binaries and the break and flare times. Although there is some scatter, there is a distinct positive correlation between the semi-major axis a and break times (left panel), as well as between a and flare times (right panel). Similarly, for flares occurring at later times there is a smaller fraction of the material left to accrete (see Figure 1) . Thus flares at later times, when there is less material left in the binary to accrete, have a smaller fluence.
The origin of break and flare times, and flare mass, in the orbital properties of the binary means that they are determined by the criterion that we started with; namely, that the binary be close enough to be spun up by tidal interactions at a late time in its evolution. This sets a natural time of 10 4 − 10 5 s for the processes that we predict. This does mean, however, that we cannot explain early flares in this manner. They must have an origin in some other mechanism, for example, gravitational instability leading to lumps forming in the accretion disc. 
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